Apnea, a common occurrence in young infants, is often associated with episodes of bradycardia and oxygen desaturations. Several authors have reported a relationship between the duration of apnea and the severity of aberration in heart rate and oxygen saturation. [1] [2] [3] [4] The pathogenesis of these physiologic events is poorly understood. Although Henderon-Smart et al. 1 suggested that bradycardia occurs as a response to declining oxygen saturation during apnea, Upton and co-workers 2 concluded that bradycardia is a reflex response, potentiated by hypoxemia, to the resumption of respiratory effort against a closed upper airway as apnea is terminated.
The aim of our study was to examine the effects of apnea duration on several variables reflecting changes in heart rate and oxygen saturation. We also analyzed the temporal relationship among apnea, bradycardia, and oxygen desaturation to identify the most prevalent pathophysiologic mechanisms underlying these perturbations in young infants.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
An event analysis sheet was prospectively designed to analyze multiple variables reflecting changes in heart rate and/or oxygen saturation associated with infant apnea (Figure 1 ). Ninety infants were referred to the Infant Apnea Program at St. Peter's Medical Center from July 1, 1991 through June 30, 1992 for an evaluation of cardiorespiratory control. All infants were evaluated by continuous 12-hour multichannel recordings using a data recorder (HD 610, Healthdyne Data System 6000; Respironics, Pittsburgh, PA) for heart rate and thoracic impedance using a monitor (HD Smart Monitor 970S; Respironics, Pittsburgh, PA), nasal airflow by thermistor amplifier (HD 6200; Respironics, Pittsburgh, PA), and oxygen saturation by pulse oximeter (HD 930; Respironics, Pittsburgh, PA). Only SaO 2 values that were accompanied by undisturbed photoplethysmographic (pulse) wave forms were analyzed, thereby excluding motion artifacts. Apneic episodes of Ն15 seconds in duration were identified in 53 infants; however, the multichannel recording data were complete in 32 infants. This group was composed of premature infants evaluated for apnea before hospital discharge. Prematurity was defined as a gestational Original Article
age at birth Յ37 weeks. The multichannel recordings of these 32 infants were analyzed according to the event analysis sheet by trained physicians not involved in the infant's clinical care. Apnea duration was measured in seconds from the end of one inspiration to the beginning of the next inspiration. Apnea epochs were divided into short (10 to 14 seconds), medium (15 to 19 seconds), and long (Ն20 seconds) duration. Heart rate analysis included measurement of baseline heart rate (the average heart rate over 20 seconds during the period before the apneic event but not closer than 10 seconds to the apneic event), pre-apneic heart rate (the heart rate recorded just before the beginning of the drop in heart rate), heart rate nadir (the lowest heart rate recorded), and the heart rate time below a two-thirds baseline (the duration of time the heart rate was less than two thirds of baseline). Heart rate drop was defined as the difference between the pre-apneic heart rate and heart rate nadir. Heart rate drop rate (beats per minute/sec) was calculated as heart rate drop divided by time in seconds.
Oxygen saturation analysis included measurements of baseline saturation (the average saturation over 20 seconds during the period before the apneic event but not closer than 10 seconds to the event), pre-apneic saturation (the saturation recorded just before the beginning of a drop in saturation), saturation nadir (the lowest saturation recorded before inspiration), and the post-apneic saturation (the average saturation over 10 seconds beginning with inspiration). The saturation times below 90% and below 85% were measured in seconds. Saturation drop was defined as the difference between pre-apneic saturation and saturation nadir, and the saturation drop rate was calculated as saturation drop divided by time in seconds.
The following time intervals were measured: (1) between cessation of thoracic impedance and the initiation of heart rate drop, (2) between the cessation of nasal airflow and the initiation of heart rate drop, (3) between the cessation of nasal airflow and the beginning of a drop in the oxygen saturation, and (4) between the initiation of the heart rate drop and the drop in oxygen saturation. These time intervals were analyzed for the sequence of events to determine the order and frequency of occurrence of apnea, drop in heart rate, and oxygen saturation drop.
We analyzed 236 episodes of apnea of Ն10 seconds in duration. The apneic episodes were divided into three groups based on the duration of apnea. The long apnea group consisted of 14 apneic events of Ն20 seconds in duration, the medium apnea group consisted of 50 apneic events of 15 to 19 seconds in duration, and the short apnea group consisted of 172 apneic events of 10 to 14 seconds in duration.
Data are presented as mean and standard deviation. The significance of differences was assessed by analysis of variance followed by Newman-Keuls multiple comparisons. A p value of Ͻ0.05 was considered significant.
RESULTS
The mean birth weight of the study group was 2105 Ϯ 854 gm, the mean gestational age was 33 Ϯ 4 weeks, and the mean postnatal age at time of evaluation was 27 Ϯ 25 days. The mean duration of long apnea was 26.0 Ϯ 5.5 seconds, the mean duration of medium apnea was 16.0 Ϯ 3.0 seconds, and the mean duration of short apnea was 11.0 Ϯ 1.5 seconds.
The heart rate and oxygen saturation changes seen with apnea of short, medium, and long duration are shown in Table 1 . Baseline heart rate was similar among the three groups. The heart rate nadir, heart rate drop, and heart rate drop rate were all significantly different when apnea of short duration was compared with apnea of medium and long duration. The heart rate time below two thirds of baseline, however, was significantly different for all three groups. Specifically, the mean duration of heart rate below two thirds of baseline was threefold greater for long apnea than that for medium apnea and 10-fold greater than that for short apnea. Although the baseline oxygen saturations were similar for the three apnea groups studied, both the oxygen saturation nadirs and the oxygen saturation drops were significantly different among the three groups. Long apnea was accompanied by the lowest oxygen saturation and the greatest saturation drop. The saturation time below 85% was found to be significantly greater for apnea of long duration, with a sixfold difference noted when compared with apnea of medium duration. The saturation drop rate was significantly different when short events were compared with medium and long events. Table 2 summarizes the temporal relationships found among infant apnea and declines in heart rate and oxygen saturation. Significant differences were found among the three apnea groups with regard to the time interval from the cessation of thoracic impedance to the heart rate decline. When the time intervals from nasal airflow cessation to drops in heart rate and oxygenation were analyzed, short apnea was seen to result in a more rapid decline in both heart rate and saturation.
The time interval from the initiation of the heart rate drop to the initiation of the saturation drop was similar among all groups. The intervals between the apneic event and the drops in heart rate were analyzed with respect to the sequence of these events. Apnea was associated with a drop in heart rate in almost all episodes. Apnea preceded the heart rate drop in 100% of long apnea, 80% of medium apnea, and 70% of short apnea. Apnea and the drop in heart rate began simultaneously in 14% of medium apnea and 25% of short apnea. We found the heart rate dropped to below two thirds of baseline for Ն5 seconds in 57% of long apnea, in 22% of medium apnea, and in 5% of short apnea. We found the heart rate drop occurring before the apneic event to occur in 2% of the medium apnea and in 5% of short apnea, and, in one episode of medium apnea, the heart rate dropped to below two thirds of baseline.
The time sequence of events was similarly analyzed between apnea and reductions in oxygen saturation. Saturations decreased below 85% in 50% of long apnea, in 23% of medium apnea, and in 13% of short apnea. The apneic event preceded the drop in oxygen saturation in 75% of the long, in 77% of the medium, and in 60% of the short apnea groups. When apnea preceded a drop in oxygen saturation, desaturations below 85% occurred in 50% of long apnea, in 25% of medium apnea, and in 12% of short apnea groups. Apnea and oxygen saturation drop began simultaneously in 6% of medium and in 3% of short apneas. Oxygen saturation drop preceded the apneic event in 4% of medium apnea and in 11% of short apnea. In 2% of these medium and short events, this drop in oxygen saturation fell below 85%.
The sequence of the time interval between heart rate and oxygen saturation drops was also analyzed. The drop in heart rate preceded the drop in oxygen saturation in 57% of long apnea, in 56% of medium apnea, and in 41% of short apnea groups. Oxygen saturation drop preceded heart rate drop in 21% of the long, in 16% of the medium, and in 16% of the short apneas. A drop in heart rate and a drop in oxygen saturation occurred simultaneously in 12% of medium apneas. Drops in heart rate occurred without a drop in oxygen saturation in 21% of long apnea, in 12% of medium apnea, and in 26% of short apnea.
DISCUSSION
Our aim was to study the effects of the duration of apnea on heart rate and oxygen saturation. We found that apneic episodes were frequently associated with perturbations in heart rate and oxygen saturation. Although this relationship was seen in apnea of short, medium, and long duration, the degree of the perturbation in infants was often related to the duration of apnea. This finding supports previously published studies. [1] [2] [3] [4] This is the first study to analyze numerous parameters of heart rate and oxygen saturation in response to apnea duration. Analysis of the heart rate nadir, the heart rate drop, and the heart rate drop rate revealed that both medium and long duration apnea are accompanied by greater heart rate declines than short apnea. The only heart rate variable that differentiated apnea of long duration from apnea of medium duration was the heart rate time of less than two thirds of baseline. The perturbations in oxygen saturation in response to apnea duration were found to be distinct from the heart rate changes. While the saturation drop rate was again greater for medium and long duration apnea, both the saturation nadir and the saturation drop revealed significant differences between apnea of medium and long duration. The saturation time below 85% was more than six times higher when apnea of long duration was compared with apnea of medium duration. We conclude that the oxygen desaturations, which may accompany infant apnea, cannot be predicted by analyzing the heart rate patterns alone. This finding has important clinical implications for the home cardiorespiratory monitoring of infants at risk for apnea. Frequent episodes of oxygen desaturation have been reported to occur in asymptomatic premature infants, 5 and investigations have found that 75% of hypoxemic events in spontaneously breathing prematures would have gone undetected using our current practice of respiratory monitoring based on impedance pneumography and electrocardiography. 6 Our data suggest that infants at risk for apnea may experience minor perturbations in heart rate but large perturbations in oxygen saturation. Because the degree of oxygen desaturation may not be predicted by heart rate changes, it appears that home monitoring devices should include oxygen saturation detection. The clinical importance of identifying these hypoxemic events is underscored by studies suggesting that hypoxemia plays an important etiologic role in both apparent life-threatening events 7, 8 and the sudden infant death syndrome. 9 Livera et al., 10 using near-infrared spectroscopy, found that oxygen desaturations of a little as 5% to 10% were associated with perturbations in the cerebral circulation, and Perlman and Volpe 11 found decreases in cerebral blood flow accompanying episodes of apnea and bradycardia. Investigators have argued that even apnea of short duration, accompanied by bradycardia and oxygen desaturation, is harmful. The clinical significance of intermittent oxygen desaturations and the accompanying declines in cerebral blood flow require further investigation.
